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In Machine Learning (generally devoted to big-data case), the predictive learning (or the supervised

learning)  approach  consists  in  identifying/learning  a  random  mapping  F:  w↦q =  F(w).  The

parameters vector w (input) is modelled by a random vector W with known probability distribution

PW(dw). The vector of quantities of interest q (outputs) is the non-Gaussian random variable Q = F(W)

=  f(W,U)  whose probability distribution is unknown, given an  initial dataset  (or training set) DN =

{(wj,qj), j=1,…N} of N independent realizations of random vector (W,Q). The measurable mapping f is

deterministic and  U is a random vector whose probability distribution is known. The approach of

probabilistic  learning  on  manifold  (recently  introduced)  will  be  presented,  which  allows  for

constructing a generator of an estimation of the joint probability distribution PW,Q(dw,dq;  N) using

only DN, which  completely characterizes random mapping F.  In this framework, novel computational

statistical tools will  be presented for the  small-data challenge for which N is relatively small and

consequently, is not sufficient large for constructing converged statistical estimates. We will present

two  extensions  of  the  PLoM,  the  first  one  devoted  to  the  learning  under  statistical  constraints

defined by experiments of physical models, and the second one for the Bayesian inference in high

dimension.  Several  applications  will  be  presented  such  as,  the  nonconvex  optimization  under

uncertainties of a scramjet, the model-form uncertainties in nonlinear computational dynamics, the

identification  of  non-Gaussian  random  elasticity  fields  for  random  media,  the  ultrasonic  wave

propagation in biological tissues.
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